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You may often wander through well-managed orchards or farms, are overwhelmed by the 
hustle and bustle of farming and the narrow spacing of the fields and unable to show your 
skills, and have to be compromised. This time, Zoomlion gives you sufficient reasons to 
refuse compromise. Zoomlion RK series tractors, featuring various practical functions and 
reasonable body size, are perfectly applicable to planting plots with narrow row spacing. 
In addition, we provide 2 models with different configurations, which can meet different 
requirements.

Elegance due to compactness, refusing 
compromise
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Engine

The new diesel direct injection engine complies with the 
Euro III A emission standard. 

Transmission

The transmission provides 12F+12R gears, 
providing ideal working speed of various 
operations with high operating efficiency.

Cab

It is equipped with standard six-column air-conditioned 
cab featuring wide vision, dustproofing, noise reduction, 
heat insulation, and comfort with suspension seat.

Working device

Three-point hitching class-I device is adopted for force 
and position control, and two standard hydraulic 
outputs are subject to air brake. 

Reliable power

Reliable hydraulic & cooling system

Xinchai high-pressure common rail engine, in line with Euro 5 emission standards, better fuel atomization, power stronger, more 
fuel-efficient.

Engine model: 3E22YT51P504, 3 cylinders, 94 mm bore, 107 mm stroke, 2.2 liters displacement, Technical route: High pressure 
common rail, EGR + DOC + DPF, torque reserve coefficient ≥ 25%, maximum torque can reach 198N * m, reach power demand.  

Air inlet flow ≥ 255m / h, filter core upgrade from the original first level filter to the second level filter, increase safety filter core. 

It is equipped with Shuangfan high-capacity battery with small performance attenuation at low temperature, ensuring normal motor 
starting and engine ignition at low temperature.

Radiator is equipped with back-flow preventer to avoid the hot 
airflow from flowing back being absorbed again by engine, 
increasing the reliability of heat dispassion of tractor.
Separate hydraulic oil is provided for the chassis system and 
hydraulic working device, and there are two independent 
hydraulic oil filling ports, so as to ensure the hydraulic oil is clean, 
increase the service cycle of hydraulic oil, and increase the heat 
dissipation capacity of the hydraulic system. 
The air filter is placed inside the hood, so as to ensure wide vision 
of the driver, which can also prevent the impurities in the air from 
entering the machine, prolonging the service cycle of air filter, and 
saving every penny for you.

Air filter

Separate oil for chassis Cooling System

radiator

Separate oil for hydraulic working 
device
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325mm325mm

1250mm 1300mm

Transmission system Transmission system

12F+12R shuttle shift
Lateral control is adopted for easy operation. 
Meshing sleeve shift features handiness, flexibility and low noise. 

Front axle for both paddy and dry fields
Waterproof harness and front axle feature light weight, good 
mud-proof performance, and high reliability in paddy field 
operation, which can be used with the driving wheel in paddy field 
operation without trapping, ensuring operation effect and operation 
efficiency. 
With 4.3m turning radius and 45-degree steering angle, it can 
greatly reduce the number of turns, reduce the time of ineffective 
work, save fuel, and improve work efficiency;
It has a ground clearance of 325mm with excellent ridge crossing 
performance, which is suitable for paddy field operation, and is not 
like to scratch crops in dry field operation.
The steering cylinder and pipeline joints adopt the construction 
machinery 24 degree cone sealing structure, with a better sealing 
performance.

Tire
Tire for paddy field: 8.3-20/12.4-28
Tire for dry field: 8.3-20/12.4-28，8.3-20/14.9-28

Chassis for both paddy and dry fields
High-quality combined and imported NOK oil seal is 
adopted for power output, I shaft and driving shaft, which 
improves the tightness and anti-pollution ability, and is more 
stable in the operation environment of paddy field with 
complex working conditions.

Rear track
Standard front and rear track is 1250/1300mm；

If the rear track is subject to step adjustment, and there are four 
states, namely, 1200/1300/1400/1500mm.
If the rear track is subject to stepless adjustment, the adjustment 
range is 1200-1500mm.

Shuttle reversing lever
The shuttle reversing lever has more advantages when it is used in small fields, narrow 
road sections or when the Front loading tools are used. 
Separate reversing lever can be switched forward and backward quickly, which is 
labor-saving and convenient.

Main and secondary transmissions
The main and the secondary gearshift levers are operated by two joysticks respectively
Main gearshift lever A has four gears (1, 2, 3 and 4), 
and secondary gearshift lever B has three speed sections (L for low speed, M for 
medium speed and H for high speed) and one reverse gear R, 
Which can realized 12 driving gears and 12 reverse gears, with driving speed of 
2.44-31.37km/h and reverse speed of 2.14-27.49km/h, meeting the needs of different 
fields at various speeds.

Transmission structure

Dual-stage clutch

Front counterweight

Counterweight

Standard front counterweight: 
8×18kg, 
which can be adjusted as 
required. 

Rear counterweight
The following rear counterweights 
are available:
First layer of 60kg
Second layer of 120kg
Third layer of 360kg

Dual-stage clutch
The dry-type, independently-operated and dual-stage clutch can realize the 
independent operation of the running system and PTO, with high working reliability. 
10” dual-stage clutch is made of imported friction material, with large torque reserve and 
safety factor up to 2.5 (industry safety standard: 2.0). 
The overall transformation of the clutch system aims to ensure the clutch waterproof and 
dustproof effect, and also improve the transmission torque reserve coefficient, in order 
to avoid farmers misoperation caused by clutch failure.

lateral control

Shuttle shift lever
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Working device

6 splines (standard） 8/ 21 splines (optional)

Fixed trailing device Swing link type traction

Cab & operating system

Driving without fatigue
Professionally designed six-column cab 
reduces the driving and vision blind areas. 
The cab is equipped with cooling/heating A/C 
with multiple vents and high cooling and 
heating speeds. 
It is equipped with adjustable suspension seat, 
which can be adjusted to the optimal 
comfortable state according to height and 
weight. 
The sunshade effectively blocks the strong 
light, keep it cool inside the vehicle to a certain 
extent, and prevent the light from directly 
irradiating the eyes for safe driving. 
There is also a radio device in the cab so that 
you can choose your favorite channel at any 
time while working. There is also a USB port for 
easy charging of mobile phones. 
Good damping effect: The connection between 
the chassis and the cab contains rubber 
dampers (four pieces in the front and rear 
respectively), which can greatly reduce 
vibration transmitted from the chassis to the 
cab, and greatly reduce the noise and vibration 
of the cab. 
The central electrical controller is placed on the 
right side of the steering wheel for easy 
inspection and maintenance. 
The view port at the rear of the cab is 
convenient for the driver to operate the 
hydraulic working device, so as to avoid 
improper operation due to vision blind area. 
Meanwhile, and facilitate the service personnel 
to conduct dynamic observation when 
maintaining the tractor.

Easy manipulation

Power output
The speed of PTO is 540/1000r/min. 
The power output shaft adopts segmented design, which can 
quickly realize the switch of 6 (standard), 8 and 21 splines, greatly 
improving the convenience of maintenance, greatly shortening the 
maintenance time and reducing the maintenance expense. The 
root of the output shaft is strengthened, which can effectively 
reduce the fracture of the PTO shaft caused by the user's misoperation, 
not only this,box oil seal technology is adopted,therefore the 
failure rate is greatly reduced by using the cartridge seal technology.

Hydraulic output
It is equipped with standard 2 hydraulic outputs, which can meet 
the requirements of folding harrow, turnover plow and other 
machines and tools with wide adaptability. 
Single-channel hydraulic output flow can reach 34L/min, meeting 
hydraulic output requirements of various agricultural machinery.

Towing and trailing device
The dual-stage towing device has two working positions: the 
upper and the lower, which can be selected by the user according 
to the needs of the machine and tools. 
It can be equipped with swing link type traction, and the swing link 
has three positions for the user to choose. The distance between 
the center line of the balance of the swing link and the end of the 
PTO can be adjusted according to the different needs of users, 
with adjustable range of ±50mm; it can also be equipped with 360° 
rotary towing device.

Hydraulic hitching system
It adopts the three-point hitching class-I device for force and 
position control and floating control, which can be matched with a 
variety of complex agricultural machinery and tools. 
The lower hitching lifting lever contains two step-adjustable holes 
to expand or reduce the distance between the lower hitching 
levers as needed.

Hydraulic lifting device
Semi-split hydraulic lifting system has a lifting force of ≥8.8KN. 
The driver can control the force and position adjustment levers 
respectively to realize the lifting or lowering of agricultural tools. 
The descending speed of agricultural machinery and tools can 
be adjusted by adjusting the speed regulating valve of the lifter. 
The user can select proper descending speed of agricultural 
tools to prevent any damage to agricultural tools according to 
the weight of the tools, the type and the softness of the ground.

Air brake
The air brake is provided as a standard configuration, which is 
mainly used for braking the tractor's trailer during transport, in 
order to ensure that the tractor runs safely.

Elegant dashboard provides you with a wide driving 
view field. 
The sensor can be used to monitor the tractor operation 
situation in real time, including the display of water 
temperature, rotating speed, air brake and other working 
conditions. 
Hydraulic-driven steering system facilitates real-time 
correction of tractor body in a variety of working 
conditions and working speeds, and the steering wheel 
feel comfortable, perfectly fitting with the hands. 
The control components has been carefully arranged 
and calculated, and placed within the driver's reach. 
Even in high-intensity working conditions, the control 
can be carried out in time for quick response. 
The brake is provided with mechanical synchronizing 
device for unilateral braking. 

Spacious interior space

Rubber damper Light combination switch A/C combination switch Radio

Adjustable steering wheel Electric control box Viewport of working device

Four-wheel drive /PTO 
control level

Brake (including mechanical 
synchronizing device)

Multifunctional instrument 
panel

The height of hydraulic lifting 
device is adjustable

The lower hitching lifting lever 
is adjustable in 2 gears
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Light

Dark night with bright light
The lighting system includes the low beam, high beam, 
high-beam auxiliary light, work light, width lamp and so on. 
The wide-range LED lighting allows the tractor to work efficiently 
at night. 
Switches under the steering wheel can be used to easily control 
all kinds of working lights, making it safer to drive at night.

Parameters&product dimensions

Easy maintenance

The large-area radiator grille in front and rear of the hood can greatly improve the air intake and heat dissipation speed of the radiator 
to ensure the normal operation of the machine. 
The cover is well wrapped to minimize wear of internal components. If maintenance is needed, the engine, radiator and other 
components will be at a glance and at your fingertips after the front cover is lifted and fixed, saving your maintenance time.
The opening angle of the hood can be lifted up to 60° to avoid untouchable dead corners for easy maintenance. Components, such as 
oil filters, which often require replacement or maintenance, are placed closest to the periphery.

Large-area radiator grille

Air pre-cleaner

RK504-A

RK504

Model

European certified model

Min. turning radius

Four cylinders/naturally aspirated

Euro Ⅴ

Shift sleeve

Semi-split type

2 sets

Force regulation and position regulation,Independent control

Three-point hitching, class I

6-teeth rectangular spline shaft (axle diameter of 35)

8.3-20/14.9-28(Dry field)

1350mm

1450mm

One layer:30kg (optional)

Sunshade/cab (cooling/heating)

10 inches,Dry type, independent control, and dual stage

Wet and disc brakes

Engine

Number of cylinders/intake mode

Emission

Calibrated power/ speed (rpm)

Fuel consumption rate

Tank capacity

Maximum torque/speed

Displacement

Transmission

Type

Number of gears

Hydraulic system

Type

Number of output valves (set)

Single hydraulic output flow

Hydraulic lifter

Tilling depth control mode

System lifting force 

Hitching mechanism

Types and categories

Power take-off shaft

PTO output power

Speed (rpm)

Power take-off shaft spec.

Whole tractor data

L×W×H

Wheelbase

Min. ground clearance

Overall weight

Min. operating weight

Tire

Tire specification 
(front wheel/rear wheel)
Front track

Rear track

Counterweight

Front counterweight

Rear configuration

Steering

Steering angle

Other

Traction force

Safety shelf or cab

Air brake

Clutch type

Brake type

Maintenance-free battery 
started at low temperature

37kW 2400rpm

≤240g/kW·h

77L

2.2L

12F+12R

34 L/min

≥8.8KN

≥32.3kW

540/1000rpm

4085×1750×2800/3043mm

2020mm

375mm

2580/2770kg

8×18kg

4.3m

45°

≥12.5KN

√

186 N*M/1600-1800rpm

RK504/RK504-A


